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OFFICIAL STATEMENTS ON THE TAX ACT FROM DOW CONSTITUENT COMPANIES 
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With the exception of Boeing’s planned $200M of employee-training & workforce infrastructure investments & several other
companies announcing small one-time bonuses for their employees, the two most consistent themes emerging from U.S. companies
is general optimism regarding lower taxes & signs that repatriated cash and/or higher profits will be used to fund buybacks, dividends & M&A.

Coca Cola: Expected to increase dividend & added they were confident the 
cuts would “enhance their ability to compete globally on more equal footing.”

Boeing: To spend $200M on workforce-related investments & 
further $100M on charitable investments

Travelers: To pay $1,000 bonuses to 14,000 employees

Caterpillar: “The access to overseas cash without owing any additional US 
taxes would offer us more flexibility in decision making.”

Home Depot: Announced expanded $15B stock repurchase program & 
“further plans to invest in business”

NOT SPECIFICALLY 
ADDRESSED

NO COMMENT YET

Walmart: “Like many businesses, we have paid high effective tax rates for years. 
Lowering the corporate tax rate will make the U.S. more competitive globally, and 
promote investment here at home.”

GE: “[The Plan] will… allow U.S. businesses and workers to compete fairly around the 
world, so it’s the quality of our products that determine whether we win global deals, 
and not tax differences.”

Dow Du Pont: “The Act is a historic and critical win for American 
manufacturing and competitiveness. Like Dow, manufacturers will be drawn 
to invest here due to the permanent lower corporate rate”

TALKING ABOUT IT
Nike: Some negatives cited, but expects the Act to have a net favorable impact “taking 
into account taxes, access to capital and capacity to invest across our value chain…”

Cisco: “We’ll be able to get much more aggressive on the share buyback”

DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT


